Photogenerated charge transport in bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells is strongly dependent on the active layer nanomorphology. Local probes have been extensively employed to understand the correlation between 2D and 3D morphology and device efficiency, with varying degree of success. Here, we address some outstanding metrological challenges using a set of complementary measurement approaches and theoretical modeling. Specifically, we study nanoscale morphological and functional properties of BHJ using (1) nanopatterned metal contacts (2) direct electrical probes using tips with different work functions, which collect either electrons or holes at the top surface in different device stacks (3) wedge-shaped devices to investigate vertical material phase segregation.
Introduction
Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells have shown significant improvement in performance over the last few years 1,2 and much effort is under way to further elucidate the photophysical phenomena and the mechanisms responsible for charge generation and transport in these systems. 3, 4 Charge transport in blended organic BHJ on solar cells is strongly influenced by the nanoscale morphology and materials selforganization of the donor and acceptor networks. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The morphology is often crucially dependent on the processing conditions such as the heat and solvent annealing, and the improvement in device performance is generally associated with optimal phase segregation, both for the inplane and vertical directions [11] [12] [13] , a higher degree of crystallinity, and enhanced charge carrier mobility. [5] [6] [7] [8] A variety of scanning probe techniques and microscopies have been employed to investigate the role of nanomorphology on charge transport in organic photovoltaic (OPV) films. More insight is frequently obtained when structural characterizations are combined with optical or electrical measurements at the nanoscale. Conductive-tip atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been performed to investigate dark conductivities and local current-voltage variations in blended OPV films. [14] [15] [16] Other scanning probe techniques employed to date include photoconductive AFM to study photocurrent variations due to film nanomorphology, [17] [18] [19] scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) for studying the surface potential, [20] [21] [22] near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) to investigate local photoluminescence or photocurrent, 22, 23 and scanning transmission x-ray microscopy for studying of nanoscale chemical composition in these films. 24 While the application of these various scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques for characterization of OPV materials has been very enlightening, many metrological issues need to be resolved to infer a quantitative information relevant to device performance. The following topics require further consideration and elaboration, and will be addressed in this chapter:
(1) The physics and chemistry of contacts and contact interfaces are absolutely essential for device operation. Contacts with different work functions break the inversion symmetry of the effectively isotropic bulk material providing the electric field which drives electrons and holes in opposite directions for extraction to the external circuit. The fact that the contact interfaces are an integral part of the device makes it extremely challenging to determine parameters relevant for device operation from SPM experiments. If SPM characterization is performed without contacts at the material surface (e.g. SKPM or surface photovoltage microscopy), it is unclear how such measurements can be ultimately related to device characteristics. On the other hand, in contact mode SPM experiments, the interface between scanning probe and OPV material is very different in structure and composition from that in devices, and the relevance of the measurement has to be further investigated.
(2) SPM measurements are mainly suited for two-dimensional (2-D) characterization, while OPV device operation is dependent on its threedimensional (3-D) material morphology. The overall 3-D morphology is caused by material self-organization and can be subtly dependent on details of the materials processing and the substrate. While some assumption about material distribution as a function of depth can be made based on advanced modes of SPM, in general, full 3-D morphology cannot be extracted from 2-D measurements. The unknown 3-D material organization can lead to significant ambiguity in interpretation of some SPM measurements, e.g. contact AFM.
(3) The geometry and boundary conditions of contact AFM or STM measurements are different from the large planar contact geometry typical for devices. The current or photocurrent spreading in "point" measurements, spatial distribution of voltage around the contact point on the top surface, possible presence of traps at the exposed top surface, and additional surface recombination can all significantly affect the local measurements complicating direct comparison with properties of large devices.
In the following, we will discuss some experimental and modeling approaches aimed to clarify these measurement problems.
Local photocurrent measured with nano-contacts of different
size.
The first set of measurement problems outlined above motivated us to fabricate nano-contacts for use as local probes of photo-current in OPV materials. To reproduce the composition and structure of the large device contact, we fabricate small contacts with a similar process, rather than relying on the bare scanning tip-OPV interface contact. Modern lithography techniques should enable, in principle, fabrication of contacts with sizes comparable to the resolution of SPM experiments. In addition, the size of fabricated contacts can be conveniently scaled up to experimentally clarify the issues related to the geometry of the measurements (issue (3) described in the Introduction). Here, local photocurrent measurements based on a polymer/fullerene OPV blend will be discussed.
Blended poly(3-hexylthiophene) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM, 1:1) films were prepared by spin-coating followed by solvent and heat annealing of the film on Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) coated indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes. We employed a fabrication recipe known to produce highest efficiency devices. 25 The active layer film thickness was typically around 140 nm as verified by spectroscopic ellipsometry and profilometry. Devices with mm-sized top and bottom electrodes (top electrode: Ca/Ag (thickness 40/100 nm respectively)) were fabricated and measured separately on similarly prepared films, showing excellent I-V characteristics (FF=60 %, J SC =11 mA cm -2 , V OC =0.6 V, where FF is the fill factor, J SC is the short circuit current density and V OC is the open circuit voltage). Typical devices showed power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.9 % ± 0.4 % without correction for the calibration mismatch factor, estimated to lower the PCE by a factor of ≈ 0.7.
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Standard electron-beam lithography techniques could not be used to pattern metal directly on top of organic film. Instead, the nanoscale contacts were deposited by metal evaporation through silicon nitride stencil masks with arrays of small openings in the shape of dots as defined by e-beam lithography and an etch process. 26 The nanodot arrays were designed with different diameters with the smallest nanodots on the OPV film formed with 300 nm diameter openings. We note that the nucleation and growth of metals on organic films is generally dependent on a variety of factors, 27 such as the sticking coefficient and the evaporation rate, and this may be further complicated by the constricted geometry of the masks. We avoided using Au, Pt or other high work function materials because their use as cathode electrodes in devices results in poor open circuit voltage and low photogenerated current. We chose Ag over other lower work function metals such Al or Ca because it oxidizes at a much slower pace and the reproducibility of the nanodevices was better. The AFM tip used for probing the nanodots is a boron-doped conductive diamond-coated tip. All measurements were performed in a dry, N 2 environment. The AFM chamber was equipped with an optical fiber illuminating the sample from the bottom, and estimated laser power levels at the sample were ≈2W cm -2 at the laser wavelength of 532 nm. AFM was also used for topographic measurements and for direct photo-current measurements as will be discussed below.
The measured surface topography by itself is very rough with peak to valley variations of up to 40 % of the total film thickness. This roughness is the result of the low spin rate from a hot solvent and the slow drying of the film under the solvent anneal process. 1 In Fig. 1 , we show the photocurrent response of the nanodots under short circuit conditions with the photocurrent color-coded map superimposed directly on top of the 3-D topography data. Among different dots, a significant variation (up to a factor of 10) in photocurrent response is observed. We do not find any consistent correlation between the topography and the photocurrent data suggesting that the variations in the material organization that gives rise to the topographical features have only minor effects on device performance. The variations in the nanodot photoresponse is not related to the tip/nanodot contact quality as repeated scans over the same area and other arrays of nanodots produce identical results. Current-voltage characteristics from several of these dots in the dark are shown in the inset of Fig. 1b . Most show relatively well-behaved diode-like response with low reverse saturation currents and high forward bias currents (substrate bias with respect to the tip). The main panel of Fig. 1b shows the I-V characteristics under illumination. With the bias voltage applied to the ITO film and the polarity of the V OC as obtained (positive V OC and photocurrent crossing from negative to positive), the electrons are collected from the top while holes reach the ITO, similar in behavior to large-scale devices. Since electrons are accepted and transported via PCBM networks, the data suggest that the nanodots with the greatest response are in intimate contact with PCBM regions near the surface. The nanodots exhibit a nearly linear photoresponse in reverse bias (FF of ≈ 25 %). While this has been associated with recombination losses due to low dissociation efficiency of bound electron-hole pairs in other OPV systems, 28, 29 we attribute it to the high illumination intensities necessary to observe robust (pA) currents on the nanoscale and the role of the ever-present finite series resistance. In order to perform a careful study of this phenomenon, we independently measured the I-V characteristics of a mm-sized device with a Ca/Ag cathode as a function of light intensity (with a solar simulator). 25 As the light intensity increases, the FF is reduced and the reverse bias dependence of the current becomes more significant. At intensities of about 1 W cm -2 (10 suns) and higher, the I-V curves look approximately linear with FF reduced to 25 % (from 70 % at low intensities), all very consistent with the nanodot I-V characteristics at the laser illumination intensities of the experiment (≈ 2 W cm -2 (20 suns)). A detailed analysis of nanodot photoresponse vs. size shows that as the nanodots size increases, the fluctuations in the short circuit current density among different dots are reduced. This can be seen clearly in Fig.  1c , where the J SC from several scans over variety of arrays is plotted as a function of the nanodot area. For small size nanodot arrays, the fluctuations can be as large as a factor of 10, while fluctuations are reduced as the dot sizes grow, indicating an averaging that takes place over areas of high and low current. We find an average current density of ≈43 mA cm -2 under our illumination conditions (≈ 2 W cm -2 or 20 suns) for all types of dot arrays (with diameters ranging from 300 nm to 600 nm). These numbers are consistent with large contact device parameters at high light intensity. 30 From this experiment we see that the measured current approaches large contact value when the contact size is a few times larger than the film thickness. For smaller contacts, the large current variation can be caused by other inhomogeneity at small scales. Below, we will further investigate the origin of this inhomogeneity.
We note that some important device parameters, most notably V OC values measured in large devices, could not be reproduced in this experiment. One possible reason is that the contact work function, chemistry and morphology are still quite different than those in large devices. For example, we could not introduce Ca underlayer into our nano-contact stack as such contacts always appear insulating in the measurement, likely because of exposed edges and accelerated oxidation. In large Ag devices, similarly low V OC has been attributed to oxidation of the cathode 31 .
Surface and bulk characterization: morphology and photocurrent
To further address the issue of significant photo-current variation on small length scales, we have performed direct photocurrent measurements with the AFM tip (PCAFM). The diamond-coated tips used for transport measurements from the nanodots work very well for direct contact and photocurrent measurements from the bare OPV film yield V OC values similar to those observed with nano-contacts. We also experimented with tips made from different materials, and some results will be discussed in the next section. We attribute the good PCAFM images to the relatively low work function (4.1±0.5 eV grown on (111)-oriented substrates) 32 of the boron-doped diamond tips resulting in better band alignment for electron photocurrent collection from the PCBM regions (with lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) position estimated at ≈ 4.0 eV). 31 Figure 2a shows a 3-D plot of the film topography overlaid with the photocurrent map collected simultaneously with a conductive diamondcoated AFM tip under illumination at short circuit conditions. Consistent with the previous observations on the nanodots, we do not observe any specific correlation between topography and photoconductive response, i.e., areas of low or high current are observed throughout the film without a clear topographical correlation. It is noted however that since the tip radius of curvature is very large (≈ 100 nm), topographical features appear smooth in the scans, but photocurrent features as small as 50 nm can be detected. The variations in photocurrent are large and can be as high as an order of magnitude of change over lateral dimensions as small of as 100 nm. In this regard, the largest photocurrent is observed in small regions which we refer to as "hot spots" of current on the order of tens of nm, occasionally growing in size up to 200 nm. In between the hot-spot regions (green and blue) there are regions of intermediate conductance (yellow color) that can extend larger in size, but the majority of film surface is relatively non-photoconductive (red). A flooding analysis of this image reveals that the total area of the photocurrent response above the floor noise (yellow through violet) only constitutes (20 to 30) % of the total area of the film. Open circuit voltages in the range of 0.3 V to 0.45 V measured in the hot-spots are very similar to those observed in macroscopic devices fabricated with Al top contacts 31 , further validating that the diamond tip work function is similar to Al. From the polarity of V OC and the sign of I, we observe that the photogenerated holes are collected from the ITO contact and electrons, transported via the PCBM networks, are collected at the top surface with the AFM tip; therefore, the hot spots are expected to originate from transport of electrons by PCBM regions to the tip. Our results suggest that only about 25 % of the air-exposed surface of the OPV film is enriched with PCBM. Statistical analysis of the data of Fig.  2 by construction of an "imaginary" nanodot array on that surface based on integrating the local photocurrent response over regions of fixed area leads to photoresponse variations very similar to those shown in Fig. 1a with "real" contacts.
The PCAFM results from the top surface are consistent with an electron blocking skin layer (P3HT) with lateral scale of hundreds of nm and dilute hot spots corresponding to PCBM nanocrystals on or near the top surface. The current does not appear to directly reflect the bulk morphology, which recent TEM tomography studies have revealed to exhibit much finer structures and a more uniform blending. 9, 10 This surface composition therefore does not represent the true nanoscale bulk morphology of this system: The surface phase segregation is on the order of hundreds of nanometers, whereas the exciton diffusion length in these organic systems is much smaller, on the order of 20 nm or less 22 ; in contrast, the length scale of phase segregation in the bulk must be similar to the exciton diffusion length to explain observed quantum efficiencies as high as 60 % 2 and a well-quenched photoluminescence spectrum. 23 In an attempt to access the bulk nanomorphology, we have used ultralow angle microtomy to make cuts in the OPV film, removing the surface layer and creating exposed wedges along the cut directions. 25 Figure 3a shows high-resolution intermittent contact AFM images of the top of the film with a Si 3 N 4 tip with 10 nm radius of curvature; this data is consistent with AFM scans of similarly prepared films in the literature. Figure 3b shows a scan from the wedge region with much finer morphology. These images clearly show that the air-exposed morphology does not represent the material blending in the bulk, but is enriched with a P3HT skin layer. This has been independently demonstrated by XPS and NEXAFS measurements. 13 From several line scans along the transition region from the bulk to the top surface morphology, we estimate that the top layer thickness is ≈ 10 nm or less.
Figures 3c and 3d show PCAFM data from the top and the bulk region, respectively demonstrating that without the top skin layer, the bulk photoresponse is much more uniform across the film, although the low resolution of the diamond tip (100 nm radius of curvature) does not allow us consistently correlate the photoresponse with the material phases in observed in Fig. 3b . This confirms that the skin layer is directly Fig. 3 : High-resolution intermittent-contact AFM images of the top OPV film (a) and the bulk film (b) after being exposed by cutting a wedge in the film with a low angle microtome technique (c,d) Color-coded photocurrent data superimposed on 3D rendering of the topography scans for the top and bulk of the film respectively. Bulk photoresponse is measured under a small substrate bias of -0.3 V for improved signal-to-noise. responsible for low photocurrent yield from large areas of the top surface.
Since most of the top surface represents a very inefficient contact for electron extraction, we need to understand how this affects the device properties. The high external quantum efficiency (peaking around 60 %) and conversion efficiency of these cells suggest that the hot spots in the surface are adequate to harvest the majority of the bulk carriers. It is surprising that the vertical phase segregation which leads to mostly polymer (hole-transporting) interface near the electron collector does not significantly degrade efficiency.
To understand this further, we theoretically studied the effect of a nonuniform donor (D)-acceptor (A) blend on organic photovoltaic (OPV) device performance 33 . We employed a one-dimensional model including a drift-diffusion equation to describe electron and hole transport, a field and temperature dependent generation and recombination rate that captures the exciton physics, and the Poisson equation for electrostatics. To this model we added the effect of a spatially varying effective density of states (EDOS) that describes the number of D and A states per volume. We found that the main effect of a nonuniform D-A blend is on the charge generation and resulting short-circuit current: in regions where the blend is primarily of one type at the expense of the other, there is less charge generation due to a reduced D-A interfacial area. The influence of a nonuniform blend on electron and hole transport is a weaker effect. Fig. 4a illustrates this with a series of hypothetical D-A blends. Fig. 4b shows results for a D-A blend with a skin layer of one type-as found experimentally. It is found that the change in efficiency is small (a maximum of 10% change) as the skin layer goes from mostly Dlike to an even D-A mix to mostly A-like (the experimentally realistic case is a mostly D-like skin layer). The intuitive picture that emerges from this analysis is that electrons and holes can very easily "squeeze" through regions of reduced density.
The main limitation of this model is its restriction to 1-d. When the EDOS is small, the charge and current density are also small. However, experiments reveal localized hot-spots of conducting paths. A 1-d model necessarily averages these localized hot-spots or large current density over the entire cross-sectional area, leading to a diffuse current. As the overall area of hot-spots decreases, the charge and current density they must accommodate increases and the current may become spacecharge limited. A 1-d model is unable to capture the physics described in this scenario. However, for less extreme cases, the treatment described here offers the simplest account for a spatially varying blend structure.
Tip work function and pc-AFM of normal and inverted OPV structures
In a general case, the photoconductive AFM under bias measures both the collection of the photogenerated carriers and the charge injection into donor and acceptor networks. To understand local currentvoltage characteristics, both processes have to be properly accounted for. Both processes can be sensitively dependent on the tip work function relative to the local work function of OPV blend. Further exploiting our knowledge of the vertical phase segregation and the top surface nanomorphology of P3HT:PCBM devices, 25 we analyze the details of PCAFM contrast at the sample surface. 34 In addition to "normal" devices studied above, we fabricate "inverted" devices where holes are collected at the top surface. We study local photocurrent on both normal and inverted devices using AFM tips with work a suitable function for the collection of the appropriate charge (i.e., electrons vs. holes). We then explore the role of the film/tip contact on the local current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of these structures and analyze physical models capable of reproducing the qualitative features of the data.
Normal device structures were prepared as described above. For inverted devices, a solution of titanium isopropoxide, prepared by a previously published method, 35 was spun cast on ITO-coated glass at 2000 2π rad/min for 60 s, followed by a high temperature anneal at 400 °C on a hot plate for 1 h to remove organic residue and improve electrical performance of the film. The OPV layer was then spun-cast onto TiO 2 coated ITO in the exact manner described above. For complete device testing, 40 nm of Ca followed by 100 nm of Ag was thermally evaporated onto OPV films for normal devices, and 40 nm of Au was thermally deposited onto OPV layer for inverted devices. The device structures are illustrated in Fig. 5a .
The PCAFM measurements performed on the OPV film under illumination at the short circuit conditions in the normal and inverted geometry are shown in Fig. 5b and 5c, respectively, measured with different AFM tips. For these figures, we have overlaid the photocurrent response onto the 3D topography of the active layer, where the red color represents little or no current and green and blue colors represent high photocurrent response. The measurements reveal extreme heterogeneity of the photoresponse. In Fig. 5b , the PCAFM map measured with a moderate work function conductive diamond coated (CDC) tip shows local hot spots of photoresponse corresponding to photogenerated electron current from PCBM regions at the top surface, 25 while the majority of the surface area displays very low current as described in the previous section.
In the inverted geometry, holes are collected at the top surface and, since the surface is mostly enriched by P3HT, the majority of the surface should show high photoresponse, but of the opposite current sign. This is confirmed by the map in Fig. 5c , where we employed a high work function Pt coated AFM tip to collect the hole current from the surface. The percentage of the area displaying high positive photocurrent in inverted device (≈ 80 %) is very similar to the area of low current in the normal device in Fig. 5b . The complementary character of these maps (1) the material composition at the top interface for both device geometries consists mostly of polymer and (2) under short-circuit condition and suitable tip work functions, PCAFM yield reliable information on materials composition.
However, the local I-V curves (Fig. 6a-b ) look qualitatively different from those observed in macroscopic devices with nearly ideal diode-like characteristics. Figure 6a shows the I-V data measured by the CDC tip on the film in the normal geometry, with negative voltage corresponding to the reverse bias. In the dark, the typical I-V data at all locations on the film surface show a leaky diode-like behavior. Under illumination, the sign of I SC and V OC corresponds to electron collection from the tip under short circuit conditions. Although the FF is low (≈ 12 %), V OC range from 0.3 V to 0.4 V, similar to devices with Ag or Al contacts. 31 At mediocre (low photocurrent or cold spots) spots, the I-V response shows a nonlinear increase of current with voltage under the reverse bias, or counter-diode behavior. At very bright hot spots, the FF is larger (≈ 25 %), and the current increases linearly under the reverse bias or, in some cases, shows signs of saturation. In the forward bias, I-V curves in both light and dark are similar and appear to be limited by the series resistance. For inverted devices (Figs. 6b) , we observe hole collection from the tip under the short circuit conditions (opposite sign of voltage and current) both with both the CDC (not shown) and the Pt tips. However, the Pt tip shows higher photocurrent and improved FF in the second quadrant compared to the CDC data, indicating that Pt coated tips are better suited for hole collection. This is likely due to a better band alignment between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of P3HT (≈5.1 eV) and Fermi level of Pt metal. For both data sets, the dark I-Vs show significant leakage and counter-diode response in the reverse bias (positive voltages).
We are interested in identifying possible physical mechanisms that lead to the highly non-ideal I-V characteristics measured with the conductive AFM. In particular, we would like a quantitative model that reproduces the reverse bias turn-on under illumination seen in the point contact in the normal device geometry. A 1-d model which leads to this qualitative behavior is described in our previous publication. 35 Briefly, it consists of a Schottky contact at the AFM-OPV interface, where we postulate localized states very near the contact which become occupied upon illumination. This leads to an electrostatic field which reduces the barrier for charge injection, facilitating reverse bias current flow. It is difficult, however, to fit the experimental data with this model, using realistic parameters. This suggests that other factors, such as the nontrivial 3-d geometry of the system, may be at play. In particular, the electrostatic field responsible for charge collection is localized near the tip-surface interface. Its spatial extent (and therefore the region of charge collection, and ensuing photocurrent), is dependent on the applied bias, and on the system dimensionality. A reverse bias voltage increases the spatial extent of the field, increasing the photocurrent, and providing some non-trivial dependence of the current on the reverse bias. This effect can not be adequately captured in a 1-d model. Another important consideration is the non-ideality of the AFM-OPV interface. This may be described by a low surface recombination velocity S R . Sufficiently small values of S R can lead to non-ideal, "S-shaped" I-V curves. 37 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a number of challenges in determining local composition and functionality of OPV devices described in the Introduction can be successfully addressed using a set of complementary measurements and modeling approaches. In particular, we have demonstrated that:
(1) measurements using nanocontacts can provide current-voltage characteristics similar to large devices, although it is rather challenging to achieve high VOC. Photocurrent is largely confined to contacts area for contact sizes ≈1 µm or above, and current spreading beyond the immediate contact area is not too significant. For smaller scales, photocurrent strongly fluctuates due to material segregation at the top surface.
(2) Three-dimensional morphology can be accessed using proper cross-sectioning techniques in combination with photocurrent and noncontact AFM imaging (3) With the proper choice of scanning tip material, photocurrent maps under short-circuit condition reliably represent the material segregation at the top surface.
Understanding local (photo)current-voltage characteristics in a satisfactory manner and relating these to large device performance still remains an outstanding problem. The characteristics are significantly different from the macroscopic measurements, and can be affected by multiple parameters discussed in introduction and throughout the text that are specific to local measurements. We evaluated possible contribution of some parameters using simplified theoretical models. Qualitative features of I-V characteristics can be described theoretically by a number of different mechanisms, although determining the relative importance of different contributions is still an outstanding problem. More experimental and theoretical work is needed to quantitatively relate local measurements to large-area device performance. Nevertheless the approaches described here illustrate that qualitative conclusions that are relevant for device performance can be made, and point the way to progress towards quantitative understanding.
